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It is an infinite honor to greet beloved Cheon Il
Guk leaders and blessed family members around
the world. Recently, on August 1, in heavenly
Japan, together with True Mother, the only
begotten daughter and the substantial Holy Spirit,
we held the Worship Service of Hope. Starting on
February 7, the continent of heavenly Japan
received great grace through the Worship Service
of Hope, which we held six times, once for our five
subregions in direct connection with True Mother
at Cheon Jeong Gung and once additionally for
subregion 1 on August 1.
The world is going through a difficult time due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, but thanks to the
providence led by True Mother, who has already
opened the instantaneous (one-second) era, many
blessed family members could directly feel her
love, hear what True Mother said about Japan and
hear her pray with determination for the victory of
heavenly Japan.
After True Father's Seonghwa, True Mother devoted three years to mourning True Father, and centered
on three central providential points -- evangelism, creation of an evangelistic environment, and nurturing
future talents -- she victoriously brought about Vision 2020. Among the central points, the most important
is nurturing talent among the second generation members. True Mother's providence for the second
generation was to spur them into action. These seeds of True Mother's love are now blooming and bearing
fruit on the heavenly continent of Japan.
With the start of a new system on October 11, 2020, we have established policies and carried out
activities for those in the second generation with the greatest emphasis being on inheriting True Mother's
shimjung, her deep heart. Of course, the CheonBo providence for blessed families seeks to create a
foundation of ten thousand members in each area. Achieving that would fulfill the mission of the mother
country of realizing reunification on the Korean Peninsula and world peace. Thus, we are conducting
evangelism activities through autobiography distribution centered on those in our second generation.
Based on that providence, heavenly Japan has trained four thousand members through our Top Gun
program, and these young people are now working at the forefront, carrying out evangelism as special
heavenly warriors for the providence with the awareness of being hyojeongrang, heavenly treasures. In
addition, starting in 2021, thirty-six young pastors, mainly second-generation members, have been
assigned as heads of major churches in the field. Meanwhile, young students in each district are running
witnessing campaigns energetically.
However, our second generation members do not all have hopeful feelings or good memories. As the
president of the continent of heavenly Japan, I heard, saw and understood the sad situation of some
second generation members and realized that many in our second generation were not attending church.
As such, I arranged for all public officials in the headquarters and in the field to conduct nationwide
activities to restore our lost second-generation realm.
We grasped the true situation of those in our second generation and discussed it in earnest several times.
As we toured all the subregions, these young members shared their candid situations and made sincere
appeals to us. As a result, through a twenty-one-day Divine Principle workshop, those who had not been
attending church came back to the church, and with their families they have made a fresh start in their
lives of faith. In order to successfully realize Vision 2027 and fulfill the providence of a heavenly unified
Korea and a heavenly unified world, we must find those in need, who struggle, experience pain and have
wounds as their parents worked hard toward the construction of the substantial establishment of Cheon Il
Guk. We are rebuilding the precious second-generation realm. This is a providence that cannot be given
up or delayed.
Thinking of the bravery of True Mother, the only begotten daughter, the substantial Holy Spirit, the
Mother of Peace, who rejoices over the return of and salvation of those in our second generation, the
continent of heavenly Japan will move forward toward victory with a life-or-death determination and with
all our energy.

